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Introduction
We the team of African Partnership Development UK, organisers of the 2015 African Financial and Investment
Review hosted at the London Stock Exchange
thank all our special guests, keynote speakers and delegates
for attending the event on Wednesday 9th December 2015. All our partners; Asiko foods, Developed Africa and
Preqin including our sponsors, BEN TV and Obaseki Solicitors are specially acknowledged for their
contributions.
We appreciate your time and support and we especially want to express our gratitude for your proactive
efforts in promoting the event through your networks which saw an amazing and record breaking 245 delegates
in attendance far above the 110 delegates that initially signed up. According to London Stock Exchange ‘Give
yourself a big Pat in the back’
Event objectives, outcome and next line of actions:
1. Empower participants with required information and expert analysis that would

enable them make informed decisions on seeing Africa as a continent with huge and
enormous wealth creation resources greater than the UK and Europe.
2. Make participants take informed decision on exploring Africa’s strong emerging
markets whose GDP was growing and still growing at an average of 5% when other global
markets were in recession, declining to 0.5% in 2012 and 2013 going on to 2014 with
minimal growth out of the recession.
3. Make participants take informed decision NOW on seizing the opportunities Africa’s
strong emerging markets offer which will make Africa’s GDP and that of other emerging
markets the biggest by 2020 overtaking developed economies for the first time according
to Benshimol Severin et al, 2011 and other global economists.

A Cross Section of Participants at the Event

4. Encourage participants to put in motion investment actions that will position them to
take advantage of financial opportunities that Africa will offer when emerging global
markets, Africa as one of the strongest, will see their consumer spending power reach
over $7.5 trillion (US Dollars) by 2020.
5. Enable participants make informed decisions on starting and growing their Business in
the UK following the testimony and experience of British African entrepreneurs running A cross section of Participants at the 2015
multi-million pounds businesses. The CEO of Asiko Foods, the CEO of BEN Television, CEO
African Financial Review
of MS Estates, CEO of Turning Point, CEO of Great Business Club and many CEOs of British
African Enterprises are examples of Businesses succeeding in the UK.
Please contact
6. Make participants take actions NOW to position themselves to take advantage of supply
and demand opportunities that will be unleashed on Africa by 2050 when Africa’s
population is estimated to reach over 2 Billion, representing more than 27% of global
population with Nigeria and India in the forefront.
7. Encourage participants to take actions NOW and review with investment and
entrepreneurial insights Remittances to Africa and other emerging nations which
according to the World Bank Migration and Development Brief currently stand at $440
Billion (US Dollars) to hit $664 Billion (US Dollars) in 2017.
8. Make participants see the need to convert these remittances $664 Billion US Dollars,
which we send to friends and family with little effects, to Diaspora Funds/Bonds for
investment in Africa following Israel and India’s success story of Diaspora bonds/funds.
Our organisation has the capacity to galvanize the chains of investment into Africa’s
strong emerging markets with other organisations through these Diaspora bonds/funds.

admin@apdmt.com or
info@apdmt.com if you would
like to discuss ideas you have
towards developing a lasting
legacy and putting all the
points noted above into
effective actions. I would also
be very interested in receiving
your feedback for future
events and if you would like
to know how you can be more
involved in assisting
the African Partnership
Development UK team, please
email me directly at
admin@apdmt.com or
tgaltabi@yahoo.com

10. Make participants take actions NOW and seize the opportunities that Africa’s strong
emerging markets possess. This is necessary before China and America take Africa’s
economy and finances hostage in a financial colonization bid and struggle between the
two countries for Africa’s resources.
11. Make participants understand that if Africans either in Diaspora or Africa DO NOT
maximize Africa’s emerging markets’ opportunities NOW, Africans and
Africa will by 2050 become economic slaves to China and America in their own continent,
Africa, the next level of colonization.
12. Connect participants through networking with other entrepreneurs and
investors who share their ideas or through whom they can seek support, further
connections, experience or mentorship.
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13. African Partnership Development is committed to put to action all the above
Objectives and resolution in a continued Investment and financial Programmes that will Organiser) and other Participants
empower our community, Africa and friends of Africa.
14. African Partnership Development is building a seasoned community of Entrepreneurs
with access to exclusive opportunities in Africa’s emerging markets. You can join the
community of Diaspora Entrepreneurs at www.africanpartnershipdevelopment.com. Sign
up for our Newsletters for information on our Business and other programmes.
CONCLUSION
We certainly hope that the 2015 African Financial and Investment Review has provided
you with an opportunity to gain insight into Africa’s emerging markets, make new
friends, network and exchange information with delegates from U.K and around Europe
that made the events.
Thank you for your suggestions and feedback on the day, most notably the resounding
feedback among us was that we need to continue to build more strategic alliances with
other successful partners and institutions. These strategic alliances will be open to
everybody to access but more consideration will be given to our members in the
community of Diaspora Entrepreneurs, to join visit
www.africanpartnershipdevelopment.com also sign up for our regular newsletters on
Business/investment and other programmes/opportunities.
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I assure you that each remark, idea and suggestion will be given consideration so that we
can deliver more empowerment projects and that future African Partnership
Development UK events will be even more successful.
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Once again on behalf of the African Partnership Development UK team, I thank you for
being part of our 2015 African Financial and Investment Review and making it such a
stimulating, productive and enjoyable event.

Developme
nt

We hope each of us will work together in identifying, exploring, developing and
maximizing the opportunities Africa has and also grow together as a community in the UK
with intimidating business and financial resources.
Once again, I thank you for your support and wish you more success in all your personal
goals and enterprising endeavours. Look out for 2016 events, they promise to be more
stimulating, encouraging and impactful.

Tunde Alabi
Executive Director
African Partnership Development.
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Contact Us by Email
admin@apdmt.com or info@apdmt.com if you would like to know how you can
be more involved in assisting the African Partnership Development UK team.
Phone: +44 2030867553
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